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Competition as a source of constraint on life history
evolution in natural populations

AJ Wilson

Competition among individuals is central to our understanding of ecology and population dynamics. However, it could also have
major implications for the evolution of resource-dependent life history traits (for example, growth, fecundity) that are important
determinants of fitness in natural populations. This is because when competition occurs, the phenotype of each individual will
be causally influenced by the phenotypes, and so the genotypes, of competitors. Theory tells us that indirect genetic effects
arising from competitive interactions will give rise to the phenomenon of ‘evolutionary environmental deterioration’, and act as a
source of evolutionary constraint on resource-dependent traits under natural selection. However, just how important this
constraint is remains an unanswered question. This article seeks to stimulate empirical research in this area, first highlighting
some patterns emerging from life history studies that are consistent with a competition-based model of evolutionary constraint,
before describing several quantitative modelling strategies that could be usefully applied. A recurrent theme is that rigorous
quantification of a competition’s impact on life history evolution will require an understanding of the causal pathways and
behavioural processes by which genetic (co)variance structures arise. Knowledge of the G-matrix among life history traits is not,
in and of itself, sufficient to identify the constraints caused by competition.
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INTRODUCTION

Classical quantitative genetic models tell us that a heritable pheno-
typic trait under selection should evolve. In the simplest case—where
selection acts on a single trait only—the change in phenotypic mean
after one generation of selection (R) is predicted by the breeders
equation (Lush, 1937) as the product of the narrow sense heritability
(h2) and a linear selection differential (S). Over the past two decades
there has been tremendous interest in estimating these (and other)
quantitative genetic parameters in wild-animal populations, as a step
towards a better understanding of how phenotypes evolve under
natural selection (Kingsolver et al., 2001; Ellegren and Sheldon, 2008;
Kruuk et al., 2008). A pattern that has emerged from this work is that
linear (directional) selection on traits is common (Kingsolver et al.,
2001; Kingsolver and Diamond, 2011), while heritable variation for
fitness-related traits is also widespread (Kruuk et al., 2008). Although
it is important to acknowledge that the difficulty of accurately and
precisely estimating selection and genetic variance in wild populations
can be great (Stinchcombe et al., 2002; Kruuk and Hadfield, 2007;
Hadfield, 2008; Morrissey et al., 2010), on taking parameter estimates
at face value phenotypic stasis is commonly observed in situations
where relatively rapid trait evolution is predicted (Merilä et al., 2001).
This has given rise to the interest in the question of what constrains
phenotypic evolution (Merilä et al., 2001; Kruuk et al., 2008; Blows
and Walsh, 2009).

That the univariate breeder’s equation is not adequate for predict-
ing phenotypic change in a natural population should not surprise us.
It is only a complete description of phenotypic change under
particular conditions (for example, a constant environment, negligible

genetic drift and discrete generations) and makes assumptions that
are probably untenable in any natural population (for example, that
selection is not acting on traits genetically correlated with the
character of interest). Nonetheless, it provides a useful yardstick
against which to test biological hypotheses about the origin of
evolutionary constraint in any given case (Morrissey et al., 2010).
Here the term constraint will be used throughout to describe any
process that reduces the rate of evolutionary change relative to naive
expectations from the simple models. Fluctuating selection, maternal
effects, interlocus conflict, G� E interactions and selection on
genetically correlated traits are all potential sources of constraint that
are being subjected to empirical scrutiny by evolutionary biologists
and ecologists (Fairbairn and Roff, 2006; Wilson et al., 2006; Siepielski
et al., 2009). However, one hypothesised source of constraint on
phenotypic evolution that has received very limited empirical scrutiny
to date is competition.

Competition among individuals, which occurs when one or more
resource (for example, food, territory, mating opportunities) is
limiting, is central to our understanding of ecology and population
dynamics. However, it also has major implications for the evolution
of phenotypic traits both as a source of selection (for example, male–
male competition selecting for weaponry traits) and because it can
influence the genetic (co)variance structure of resource-dependent
life history traits (for example, growth, maturation, fecundity).
When competitive interactions occur, the expression of a resource-
dependent phenotype, for example, growth, in any focal individual
will depend on the extent to which its resource acquisition
is decreased by its competitors. Under conditions of resource
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limitation, we expect a reduction in mean growth rate (due to a
reduction in mean resource acquisition). However, if individuals
differ in competitive ability, then winners will gain (relatively) more
resource at the expense of losers and we might also expect an increase
in phenotypic variance. Viewing competition as a purely environ-
mental effect, then all else being equal (for example, additive genetic
variance remains constant, the strength of selection is unchanged), an
increase in population size and/or decrease in total resource might
reduce heritability and thus the rate of trait evolution (Charmantier
and Garant, 2005).

However, the view that competition contributes only environmen-
tal variance may be overly simplistic if among-individual variation in
competitive ability itself has a genetic component (Bijma et al., 2007;
Bijma and Wade, 2008; Hadfield et al., 2011). In this case, genetic
influences on focal phenotype can arise not just from an individual’s
own genes (direct genetic effects), but also from genes present in the
competitive environment provided by others—so-called associative
(Griffing, 1967, 1976) or indirect genetic effects (IGEs; Moore et al.,
1997). Broadly defined as occurring any time that the phenotype of
one individual is causally influenced by the genotype of another, IGEs
actually have wide-ranging implications that cut across disparate
fields of pure and applied research. For example, a growing recogni-
tion that observed phenotypes can be under shared genetic control is
providing new insights into the evolution of social traits, including
aggression (Moore et al., 2002; Wilson et al., 2009a), parental care
(Kolliker et al., 2005) and cooperation (McGlothlin et al., 2010). In a
very different context, incorporation of IGEs into artificial selection
schemes offers the potential to improve target traits (Bergsma et al.,
2008; Cappa, 2008) while simultaneously improving welfare in
livestock species by reducing the expression of behavioural aggression
(Muir and Craig, 1998; Ellen et al., 2007). Here I pose the question:
are IGEs an important source of evolutionary constraint for resource-
dependent traits in natural populations? Existing theory tells us that
they could be (Hadfield et al., 2011), but we currently have little idea
of how prevalent or large genetically determined competitive effects
are. Consequently, we cannot know to what extent competition—
which is fairly ubiquitous in natural populations—may contribute to
the frequent observation of phenotypic stasis for heritable traits under
directional selection (Cooke et al., 1990; Merilä et al., 2001). A major
objective of this article is to highlight the need for empirical research
that will help us to answer this question.

In what follows I first provide a brief overview of the existing
theory to explain how, and why, competition could impose currently
unrecognised constraints on phenotypic evolution. I then discuss a
number of emergent patterns from life history studies of wild animals,
and argue that—at least in some cases—the empirical data are
actually more consistent with an IGE-based model of constraint than
with the classical view that life history evolution is constrained by
trade-offs (Stearns, 1989). Finally, I outline the key hypotheses that
need testing, and attempt to provide some practical suggestions as to
where (that is, what sort of systems) and how (that is, useful
modelling strategies) this may be achieved. A recurrent theme
throughout is that to properly understand the origin of evolutionary
constraint, quantification of the (direct) genetic covariance structures
among resource-dependent traits may well be insufficient. Rather we
will also need to explicitly consider the behavioural traits and
pathways that mediate competitive interactions and thus shape these
covariance structures. With this in mind I draw attention to several
recent developments in behavioural research that could usefully
inform quantitative genetic studies of IGEs in general and their
contribution to evolutionary constraint in particular.

HOW CAN COMPETITION CAUSE EVOLUTIONARY

CONSTRAINT?

The mechanism by which competition could constrain the evolution
of resource-dependent traits relative to predictions from simple
models can be explained by a simple example. Imagine a population
in which growth rate is resource-limited, heritable and under positive
directional selection. A genotype that predisposes to fast growth may
do so by increasing the competitive ability, and therefore the resource
acquisition, of the bearer. Such genes will have both direct effects (that
is, increasing the bearer’s growth rate) and indirect effects (that is,
reducing resource acquisition by—and therefore growth of—
competing individuals). Under this scenario, directional selection on
individual growth will cause correlated evolution of a more compe-
titive environment. This phenomenon, termed ‘evolutionary environ-
mental deterioration’ (Fisher, 1958) or the ‘treadmill of competition’
(Wolf, 2003), arises because as a population evolves a winning lineage
finds itself competing against more and more winners in each
successive generation (Hadfield et al., 2011). The social environment
‘deteriorates’ with each generation, a change that offsets the increase
in mean growth rate predicted by the breeder’s equation (Fisher, 1958;
Cooke et al., 1990; Frank and Slatkin, 1992).

This was illustrated formally by Hadfield et al. (2011), who derived
an expression for the expected change in the mean of a resource-
dependent trait (for example, growth) (y1) in a population char-
acterised by genetic variance for resource acquisition under compe-
titive conditions, henceforth termed ‘competitive ability’ (y2). If
individuals acquiring more resource grow faster and have higher
fitness, then there will be a positive linear directional selection
differential (s) on y1. However, if the selection differential is generated
entirely by variance in resource acquisition and not by variance in
allocation of acquired resource to growth, then using selection
gradients (b; Lande and Arnold, 1983) to disentangle the direct and
indirect targets of selection would yield by1¼ 0, while by240. In this
case, the expected change in mean growth rate Dy1 after a single
generation of selection is given (following a slight rearrangement of
equation 9 of Hadfield et al., 2011) as:

Dy1 ¼D logðAÞ�D logðNÞþ by2 s2
A2 þ sA1;A2

� �
� by2s

2
A2 ð1Þ

Where A is the total amount of resource being divided among N
competing individuals, s2A2 denotes the additive genetic variance in
trait 2 and sA1,A2 denotes the additive covariance between traits 1 and
2 (which is positive). The first two terms simply imply that if total
resource (A) increases or population size (N) decreases then average
growth rate will go up. (Note that the logarithmic scaling is an
incidental consequence of the term’s definition in Hadfield et al.
(2011), but is retained here for consistency.) The third term in this
equation describes the evolutionary change in growth (y1) expected as
a consequence of the direct selection on the genetically correlated trait
of competitive ability (y2) and will be positive (since by240). In fact,
under the assumption that only resource acquisition has a non-zero
selection gradient, this term is equal to the additive genetic covariance
between growth and relative fitness (Hadfield et al., 2011) and can
therefore be interpreted as the Robertson–Price identity (Robertson,
1966). In the absence of IGEs, estimation of the Robertson–Price
identity provides a valid prediction of the evolutionary change
expected for a trait without explicit knowledge of the mechanism of
selection (Morrissey et al., 2010). However, with genetic variance in
competitive ability this does not hold true. The final term of
Equation 1 is negative and describes the reduction in Dy1 caused by
the evolutionary deterioration of the environment. Genetic variance
for competitive ability, which implies that IGEs on resource
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acquisition must exist, thus results in less phenotypic evolution than
would be predicted from either the breeder’s equation or the
Robertson–Price identity.

IMPLICATIONS FOR PATTERNS OF COVARIANCE AMONG LIFE

HISTORY TRAITS

If competitive interactions have the potential to be an important
source of evolutionary constraint in natural populations, whether they
actually are remains an open question. However, it is interesting to
note that the causal model of constraint on which Equation (1) is
based predicts positive (direct) genetic covariance structure among
resource-dependent life history traits. This is in contrast to the
negative genetic correlations (with respect to effects on fitness) that
are expected if, as is widely assumed in evolutionary ecology,
constraint arises primarily from trade-offs among life history traits
or fitness components (Stearns, 1989; Roff, 2002). At equilibrium, the
covariance structure among resource-dependent life history traits
could therefore help to discriminate between these two mechanisms
of constraint (with the important caveat that they are not actually
mutually exclusive).

Resource allocation trade-offs occur because, for an individual with
finite resource, increased allocation to one trait (for example, growth
or somatic maintenance required for survival) must come at the
expense of another (for example, fecundity). Assuming that two traits
(X, Y) are heritable and defined so as to be under positive selection,
then a constraint arises if they are also negatively genetically correlated
(Figure 1a). In this scenario, the fitness increase expected by a
selection response in the first trait towards its optimum would be
offset by a correlated response in the second trait away from its
optimum. If selection purges those mutations with deleterious effects
on both traits and fixes those with beneficial effects on both traits,
segregation of antagonistic genetic variance is predicted at equili-
brium. In contrast, if a population is characterised by genetic variance
in competitive ability, then an individual with a high genetic merit
will be able to acquire more resource than a genetically poor
competitor, and thereby allocate more to all traits. Thus, to the
extent that genetic variance in resource-dependent traits arises
through this competitive pathway, we actually expect positive genetic
covariance among them (Figure 1b). In this second scenario, an
evolutionary constraint arises not because of the allocation trade-off
(though this must still exist at the within-individual level), but
because of IGEs and so evolutionary environmental deterioration.

The quantitative genetic basis of trade-offs is assumed more often
than tested in evolutionary ecology. Where the genetic correlation
(rG) has been estimated between traits in putative trade-offs, the
predicted negative genetic correlations are often not found (Kruuk
et al., 2008; House and Simmons, 2012). In fact, for pairs of life
history traits estimated in situ in wild vertebrates, the estimates are
overwhelmingly positive (Kruuk et al., 2008). Field-based studies also
commonly report positive phenotypic covariance among positively
selected life history traits, an observation that is not incompatible
with the trade-off model as environmental sources of covariance will
often be positive (for example, spatial heterogeneity in resource
availability) and large enough to mask underlying genetic relation-
ships (van Noordwijk and de Jong, 1986). However, Cheverud’s
(1988) conjecture—that the phenotypic correlation (rP) provides a
reasonable predictor of rG—generally holds true for the sign of a
correlation at the meta-analytic level (Roff, 1996; Kruuk et al., 2008;
Dochtermann, 2011). Thus, it seems likely these positive covariance
patterns are telling us something about the underlying genetic
covariance structures. This is not to say that trade-offs are

unimportant as a source of evolutionary constraint, only that they
may not be as important or ubiquitous as is sometimes believed.

More generally, the limitations of a bivariate approach to under-
standing evolutionary constraint, as encapsulated by the trade-off
concept, have been well highlighted (Charlesworth, 1990; Blows and
Walsh, 2009). Given that natural selection is multivariate, studies of
genetic constraint should ideally consider the full geometry of the G-
matrix and not just its individual elements (Blows and Walsh, 2009).
However, multivariate approaches as currently applied do not allow
recognition of competition-based constraint. For example, the sce-
nario depicted in Figure 1b could be expanded to include additional
resource-dependent traits beyond X and Y, but estimation of G and
multiplication by the vector of selection b according to the multi-
variate breeder’s equation (Lande, 1979) would still yield an upwardly
biased prediction of evolutionary change. Nor would inclusion of
resource acquisition or competitive ability correct the prediction; the
predictive model of change is inadequate here not because of a
missing trait, but rather because is does not account for the
consequences of IGEs.

In the (unrealistically) simple case that G among n positively
selected resource-dependent traits was determined entirely by (direct)
genetic effects on competitive ability, eigen decomposition would
reveal eigen values of zero for all but the first vector. Thus,
decomposing G would reveal constraint in the important sense that
most directions of multivariate evolution are impossible even if
selected for (Blows and Walsh, 2009). However, the first eigen vector
of G would capture the (direct) genetic variance in resource
acquisition and be closely aligned with b. Consequently, this analysis
would not explain the lack of phenotypic response to selection as
acting. Several recent studies have actually reported evidence for
within-population variation in individual ‘quality’ (Hamel et al.,
2009; Moyes et al., 2009), loosely understood as a major axis of
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Figure 1 Diagrammatic representation of trade-off (a) and competition-

based (b) models of constraint. Under the trade-off model (a) two
heritable (blue) traits X and Y are positively selected but constrained by a

negative genetic correlation (rG.XY). Environmental effects (green) on

resource acquisition may generate positive covariance between X and Y,

masking the underlying genetic relationship. In the competition-based

model (b), resource acquisition is heritable and also subject to indirect

genetic effects (light blue) from competitors. Direct and indirect genetic

effects are propagated to downstream traits (X and Y) and fitness. IGEs

impose a genetic constraint that will not be apparent from considering

direct genetic effects alone (as rG.XY 40).
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multivariate phenotypic variance closely aligned with b (see Bergeron
et al., 2010 and Wilson and Nussey, 2010 for critiques of the lack of
formal definition). Quality is therefore the multivariate analogue of
finding positive covariance between traits in a putative trade-off, and
while it could similarly be explained by environmental variance in
resource acquisition (Wilson and Nussey, 2010), in some cases it has
been shown to be heritable (Coltman et al., 2005).

TOWARDS AN EMPIRICAL STRATEGY FOR ESTIMATING

COMPETITION-BASED CONSTRAINT

Positive genetic covariance structure among (positively selected) life
history traits showing phenotypic stasis is consistent with a competi-
tion-based model of evolutionary constraint. However, to directly test
the importance of this mechanism investigating the genetic basis of
variation in competitive ability is vital. Unfortunately, in situ para-
meterisation of the model in Equation 1 is difficult. Even in those
field systems most amenable to quantitative genetic approaches,
phenotyping efforts have typically targeted morphological and life
history traits. Consequently, we lack data on individual resource
acquisition or suitable proxies for competitive ability (but see, for
example, Wilson et al. (2011)). Furthermore, total resource (A) will
usually be the unknown meaning that distinguishing evolutionary
environmental deterioration from a non-evolutionary decrease in
total resource is problematic (Cooke et al., 1990; Hadfield et al.,
2011).

Although the genetic architecture of competition has received
limited attention to date, several strategies would seem useful. The
first is to identify those phenotypic traits that determine an
individual’s competitive ability and determine whether they are
actually heritable. This answers the qualitative question of whether
evolutionary environmental deterioration is expected, but cannot
quantify the magnitude of the constraint it will impose on life history
evolution. The second is to explicitly model IGEs on resource-
dependent traits, and predict selection responses using theory that
incorporates this source of genetic variance (and, where relevant
multi-level selection processes). Given an appropriate data structure
IGEs can be modelled with or without explicit knowledge of which
trait(s) comprises competitive ability (using so-called ‘trait–based’ or
‘variance component’ IGE models, respectively; McGlothlin and
Brodie, 2009). A third approach, useful for reasons that are explained
in full below, is to compare estimates of the G matrix, before and after
conditioning on social dominance. The best choice of strategy (or
combination of strategies) will depend on a number of questions—
the answers to which will vary among empirical systems and contexts.
For example, is it possible to observe an individual’s competitive
ability directly? Can groups of competing individuals be readily
defined (in the field) or controlled (in the laboratory)? What is the
limiting resource (for example, food, territory, mating opportunities)?
What type of behavioural interactions, if any, occur among compe-
titors trying to use that resource?

Contest versus scramble: how can we measure ‘competitive ability’?
The most direct approach to determining whether environmental
deterioration can occur at all is simply to test whether competitive
ability is heritable. This requires phenotyping individuals from a wild
or experimental population, followed by analysis using a method
appropriate to the pedigree structure (for example, parent–offspring
regression, sib analysis, individual-based animal model). However,
what constitutes an appropriate measure for ‘competitive ability’
deserves careful consideration and may depend on the ecological form
of competition occurring.

Ecologists have long distinguished between ‘contest’ and ‘scramble’
forms of competition (de Nicholson, 1954; Jong, 1976), the former
occurring when individuals are able to exclude competitors thereby
winning exclusive access to a resource (for example, two males
fighting to win a harem), the latter occurring when a resource cannot
be controlled such that all individuals get some access (for example, a
herd of ungulates grazing a food resource). Although these are
idealised ends of a continuum, it seems likely that more ‘contest-
like’ scenarios will be more empirically tractable for studies of IGE-
based constraint in several respects. First, contest competition
commonly occurs through dyadic interactions, the outcome of which
is known in many species to depend on clearly defined aggressive
behaviours, size or weaponry traits. Behavioural biologists view these
traits as contributing to an individual’s ‘resource holding potential’
(Parker, 1974), and they can therefore provide useful proxies of
competitive ability. In many cases, these traits are known a priori to be
heritable (for example, antler size in red deer; Kruuk et al., 2002).
Second, contest outcome (which translates directly into resource
acquisition) is easily observed allowing dominance hierarchies to be
determined from field observations (Wilson et al., 2011) or through
staged contests in a laboratory setting. Third, as winners gain all
resource at the expense of losers, there is stronger asymmetry of
resource acquisition expected under contest competition than under
scramble (Nicholson, 1954). All else being equal, indirect (genetic)
effects should therefore contribute more to variance in resource-
dependent traits.

In contrast, the traits that determine individual competitive ability
under scramble-like competition may be less obvious. Certainly,
where food is the limiting resource it is reasonable to expect
among-individual variation in feeding rate in the presence of compe-
titors to be informative. This has been shown to be repeatable under
field conditions in some species (for example, blackbirds; Cresswell,
2001). More recently, studies in the burgeoning field of animal
personality (Réale et al., 2007) are increasingly reporting that
‘boldness’—the repeatable tendency of an individual to explore
and/or take risks—is positively associated with food intake and life
history productivity (Biro and Stamps, 2008). Whether boldness is
functionally important for resource acquisition under scramble
competition (for example, if bolder individuals more likely to arrive
first at a resource) remains to be seen. However, it is worth noting
that boldness-related traits can be heritable (Dingemanse et al., 2012)
and positively correlated with aggressiveness (Rudin and Briffa, 2012).
As aggressiveness is (usually) indicative of success in contest competi-
tion, this raises the interesting question of whether populations are
characterised by (genetic) variance in competitive ability per se. If so
an individual (or genotype) better able to assert dominance in a
dyadic contest should also acquire more than average resource under
scramble. Within a classical quantitative genetic framework this
hypothesis could be examined by testing for (strong) positive genetic
correlation structure among those traits known (or assumed) to
reflect competitive ability in different contexts.

Trait-based and variance-partitioning IGE models
There are several recently proposed models of phenotypic evolution
that explicitly incorporate IGEs, as well as multilevel selection
processes and relatedness structure (Bijma et al., 2007; McGlothlin
et al., 2010). These provide a general quantitative genetic framework
for modelling social traits and therefore have implications for, and
applications to, many topics in evolutionary ecology. IGE models have
generally been formulated in one of two ways—termed ‘trait-based’
and ‘variance partitioning’ approaches by McGlothlin and Brodie
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(2009). Translation between these two approaches is quite possible,
and either can be applied to multivariate phenotypes influenced by
interactions among individuals within groups of any size (Bijma et al.,
2007; McGlothlin and Brodie, 2009). Here, I highlight how these
models could be used by empiricists to study competition, but refer
the interested reader elsewhere, for example, Bijma and Wade (2008)
and McGlothlin and Brodie (2009), for wider discussion.

Following Moore et al. (1997), a trait-based approach might specify
individual i’s phenotype for a resource-dependent trait (for example,
growth, y1) competing with individual j as:

y1i ¼ m1 þ a1i þ e1i þc12:y2j ð2Þ

where m1 is the population mean growth rate, a1 is an individual
(direct) additive genetic merit for growth rate, e1i is an effect of the
environment (independent of competition) and y2 is an ‘interacting
trait’ known (or hypothesised) to measure competitive ability. The
final parameter c12 describes the regression of this trait (expressed by
j) on growth (expressed by i), and will be negative (a more
competitive individual j will mean a lower growth rate for i). If y2

is heritable then Equation 2 can be rewritten as

y1i ¼ m1 þ a1i þ e1i þc12:a2j þc12:e2j ð3Þ

where c12.a2j is the IGE on i’s growth, which is determined as the
product of the j’s direct genetic merit for ‘competitive ability’ and the
regression parameter c. The simple model of individual phenotype
expressed in Equation 3 can be extended in various ways (for
example, to account for multiple interacting traits, feedback loops
between traits), with selection responses predictable given estimates of
the additive genetic (co)variance of traits 1 and 2, c12, and knowledge
of the selection regime (see McGlothlin and Brodie (2009) and Moore
et al. (1997) for further details). Importantly, empirical application
therefore requires that both the resource-dependent trait (y1) and
competitive ability (y2) be observed. Valid predictions of evolutionary
change are contingent on there being a causal dependence of y1i on
y2j, which may be difficult to verify in some systems. Furthermore, if
an empirical study finds that c12¼ 0, or that y2 is not
heritable (implying a2j¼ 0 for all j), then this does not mean
IGEs on growth do not occur, only that they do not operate via
trait 2. It is possible that y2 is a poor measure of individual
competitive ability.

If a suitable proxy for competitive ability is not available, then an
alternative strategy lies in modelling the effect (or ‘performance’) of a
particular individual on a trait of interest expressed in focal
conspecifics. By comparing the resource-dependent phenotypes of
individuals interacting with known competitors, we can statistically
determine how much of the phenotypic variance is explained by
competitor genotype (that is, IGEs). This is possible if focal and
competitor identities are known, and if all individuals are contained
within a pedigree structure that spans groups of competing indivi-
duals. Following earlier work (Griffing, 1967; Griffing, 1976;
Muir, 2005; Bijma et al., 2007) derived expressions for the selection
response in y1, which depends on total genetic variance (which arises
from both direct and indirect effects and is also a function of group
size n), relatedness structure, strength of selection, and the extent to
which selection is multilevel (that is, among-groups rather than
among-individuals). Presented here with some notational changes for
internal consistency, Bijma et al. (2007) suggested that the phenotype
of a focal individual i influenced by social interactions (for example,

competition) in a group of size n could be modelled as:

y1i ¼ a1i þ
Xn

i 6¼ j

p10 j þ e1i ¼ a1i þ
Xn

i 6¼ j

a10 j þ
Xn

i 6¼ j

e10 j þ e1i ð4Þ

where p10j is the phenotypic performance of competitor j on the
resource-dependent trait y1 expressed in focal individual i. Though
not observed, this performance trait p10 in j is assumed to be
determined by an additive effect (a10j) and an environmental
deviation from mean performance (e10j). Other terms in Equation 4
are as previously defined. Variance in e10j will not be statistically
identifiable but under certain assumptions an unbiased estimate of
the covariance structure of direct (a1) and indirect (a10) genetic effects
can nonetheless be estimated (see Bijma et al. (2007) for discussion of
group effects) using standard mixed model analyses (for sample code
see ‘Models for social dominance and competition’ at http://
www.wildanimalmodels.org/). An individual’s genotype will affect
the population mean phenotype through both direct and IGEs. The
‘total breeding value’ (TBV) of any individual’s describes the overall
impact of the genotype on the mean of y1 (Bijma et al., 2007), and
will have a variance of:

s2
TBV1 ¼ s2

A1 þ 2 n� 1ð Þ:sA:1;10 þ n� 1ð Þ2:s2
A10 ð5Þ

where s2
A1 is the direct genetic variance, s2

A10 is the indirect genetic
variance, sA.1,10 is the direct–indirect genetic covariance and n is
group size. The selection response in y1 generally depends on this total
genetic variance s2

TBV1 as well as on the strength of selection, whether
selection is among groups as well as among individuals, and the
relatedness structure of the groups (see equation 5 of Bijma et al.
(2007) and equation 15 of Bijma and Wade (2008)). However, in the
case that competition occurs (to a first approximation) among
unrelated individuals and there is no among-group selection, selec-
tion response will be determined as the product of b1 and s2

A1þ
(n-1).sA.1,10. Competition-based constraint is therefore manifest as a
negative value of sA.1,10 (the covariance between direct and IGEs), as
this will lead to an expected response ob1.s2

A1 (the breeder’s
equation prediction).

Both trait- and performance-based models allow estimation of
IGEs that, coupled with appropriate measures of selection, permit
evolutionary environmental deterioration to be incorporated into
predictions of phenotypic change (Wolf et al., 1999; Cheverud, 2003).
Only the former can be informative for the specific mechanism (that
is, trait or traits) of interaction, but the latter may be more widely
applicable precisely because there is no need to observe competitive
ability. Parameterisation of models that include both trait- and
performance-based sources of IGE effects simultaneously should also
be both feasible and highly informative. For example, the presence of
indirect genetic variance after conditioning focal y1 on competitor y2

would suggest involvement of further (unknown) traits. Similarly, if
y2 captures all competitive effects on y1, then we expect the genetic
correlation between a2 and a10 to equal 1.

Typically, it is assumed that interactions occur equally among all
individuals within a group (but not between individuals from
different groups), and that groups are of equal size (but see Bijma
(2010b) and Hadfield and Wilson (2007)). Although design of
statistically powerful experiments is challenging (Bijma, 2010a), these
conditions can be readily met in experimental studies with groups
unambiguously defined as, for example, the set of animals sharing a
cage. However, appropriate criteria for defining groups will generally
be less clear for field-based studies except where the interaction is
dyadic (Brommer and Rattiste, 2008; Teplitsky et al., 2010; discussion
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of social dominance below). In some cases, it may be sensible to
define discrete groups based on spatial substructure of a population
(for example, if individuals show strong site fidelity). Alternatively, it
may be possible to avoid imposing a discrete group structure by
adapting methods recently applied to spatially structured forestry trial
data, in which the IGE of j on i (that is, a10j in Equation 4) is weighted
by an ‘intensity of competition factor’ based on the distance
separating the trees (Cappa, 2008; Costa e Silva and Kerr, 2013).
Use of spatial information in this way also allows explicit modelling of
the non-genetic component of indirect competitive effects (that is, e10 j

in Equation 4), which may otherwise bias estimates of indirect genetic
variance (Costa e Silva and Kerr, 2013).

For animal studies, analogous intensity factors could be derived
from knowledge of the distance between home range centres for
territorial species, estimates of resource use overlap (in time and/or
space) or pairwise measures of behavioural interaction frequency
based on social network analysis (Wey et al., 2008; Sih et al., 2009).
Recently, Stopher et al. (2012) investigated the extent to which sharing
of fine-scale environmental effects might bias heritability estimates in
a wild vertebrate population. To do this they modelled environmental
effects on phenotype using two-dimensional autocorrelation struc-
tures within an animal model framework, but also defined a matrix of
pairwise home range overlap (S) used as an incidence matrix to
estimate variance components attributable to a random effect of
shared environment. This strategy is appropriate given that positive
covariance between neighbours is expected to arise from environ-
mental heterogeneity but would not readily detect the signature of
competition (which is expected to induce negative covariance between
neighbours). Nonetheless, the individual elements of S could certainly
be used to scale the intensity of competition occurring at both genetic
and non-genetic levels within an IGE model.

Conditioning G on social dominance
Under the conditions assumed to derive Equation 1, genetic variance
in competitive ability (y2) reduces the evolution of growth rate (y1).
However, the net evolutionary change in y1 will still be positive so the
constraint on growth rate is not absolute. In contrast, if we assume
the population size (N) and total resource (A) are constant then an
absolute constraint must exist for the trait of resource acquisition.
This is because the mean ration per individual will always be A/N.
This is a slight over simplification (for example, behavioural or
physiological pathways could evolve to permit exploitation of a new
resource) but is true to the extent that resource acquisition is
determined by the outcome of competition. The nature of this
absolute constraint, and its implications, can be most readily under-
stood by considering the case of social dominance as inferred from
dyadic contests over a resource.

Dominance is usually defined as the (repeatable) tendency of an
individual to win contests, and as it depends causally on resource
holding potential (RHP) traits it can be treated as a (potentially)
heritable trait (Moore et al., 2002; Wilson et al., 2011) despite
arguments to the contrary (Barrette, 1987). As winners gain resource
(for example, food, territory, mating opportunities), and ultimately
fitness, contest winning is also under positive selection. Although the
breeder’s equation tells us that a heritable trait under directional
selection will evolve, this cannot be true for contest winning as the
mean will always be 0.5 (that is, for every winner there is a loser). The
constraint arises because the contest outcome for a focal individual (f)
depends not only on its own RHP (or dominance) phenotype (P), but
also on the effect of its opponent’s (o) phenotype (P0). Following the
standard quantitative genetic practice of decomposing an individual’s

phenotypic merit into (additive) genetic breeding values (a) and
permanent environment (pe) affects the outcome of some contest for
focal individual F could be modelled as:

Outcomefx ¼mþ Pf þP0
o þ ex ¼ mþ aPf þ pePf þ aP0o þ peP0o þ ex ð6Þ

where m is the phenotypic mean (which will equal 0.5 if the outcome
is scored as 0/1). In fact, Equation 6 is a special case of more general
IGE model of Bijma et al. presented previously (Equation 4), where
n¼ 2 and additional permanent environment terms are present
(which will be identifiable if individuals are observed in multiple
contests with different opponents). From Equation 5, it follows that
the variance in TBV (s2

TBV) for dyadic contest outcome is equal to
s2

A.Pþ 2sA.P,P0 þ s2
A.P0, whereas the response to selection among

unrelated individuals is determined by s2
A.Pþ sA.P,P0 (where s2

A.P is
the additive variance in direct (focal) genetic effects, s2

A.P0 is the
variance in indirect (opponent) genetic effects and sA.P,P0 is the
covariance between direct and IGEs). However, as any genotype that
predisposes to winning when expressed by a focal individual must
predispose to losing, and by the same amount, if encountered in an
opponent it follows that an individual i’s direct and indirect genetic
merits are of equal magnitude but opposite (that is, aPi¼ �aP0F;
Wilson et al., 2011). This implies that s2

A.P¼ s2
A.P0 ¼ �sA.P,P0 in

which case s2
TBV¼ 0 (and s2

A.Pþ sA.P,P0 ¼ 0). Thus, despite the fact
that dominance is heritable, under the IGE modelling framework it
becomes apparent that there can be no genetic variance available to
facilitate a phenotypic selection response in contest outcome.
Although argued logically here, this result has also been obtained
empirically from data on dyadic contests between known individuals
in a wild population of red deer (Wilson et al., 2011).

Demonstrating that contest outcome cannot evolve is trivial in the
sense that we already know this, but does illustrate how ignoring IGEs
can lead to nonsensical evolutionary predictions. More practically, if
mean contest outcome cannot evolve then genetic variance in life
history traits that arises from heritable effects on social dominance
will not facilitate selection responses in those traits. Thus, to under-
stand evolutionary potential and constraint in a set of resource-
dependent life history traits, we should consider not just the
additive genetic covariance matrix among them (G), but also the
corresponding matrix conditional on social dominance (subsequently
denoted G|D).

This can be illustrated with a hypothetical example (Figure 2).
Imagine a population in which genetic variance exists for allocation,
but not acquisition of some resource that is acquired independently of
competition. Different genotypes vary in their relative allocation to
survival (S) and fecundity (F) according to a simple trade-off. Now
imagine that a secondary resource can also be obtained through
contest competition, that there is genetic variance in social dominance
(D), and that individuals winning additional resource all allocate it in
equal proportions to S and F (that is, genetic variance in acquisition
but not allocation). The total genetic merits (a) for survival and
fecundity, respectively, might then be specified as aF¼ aDþ aF|D and
aS¼ aDþ aS|D, where aD is the genetic merit for dominance, and aX|D

is the component of genetic merit for X that is independent of
dominance. Although the covariance between aF|D and aS|D will be
negative, sufficient variance in aD will generate a net positive
covariance between aF and aS (Figure 2a).

Eigen decomposition of the full G-matrix among D, S and F does
in fact reveal the life-history trade-off in the form of antagonistic
loadings on S and F associated with vector 2 (Figure 2b). However,
the first vector—which explains 475% variance in this hypothetical
case—has same sign loadings across all three traits. As this vector will
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be (approximately) aligned with selection and could therefore be
interpreted as genetic variance in ‘quality’ (Coltman et al., 2005), one
might conclude a rapid selection response is possible. The same
conclusion would be reached with knowledge only of the genetic
covariance structure between S and F (Figure 2b), a situation
consistent with most studies of life history traits in which behavioural
processes allowing inference of individual dominance status are not
observed. If dominance is observed, then recognising that aD will
contribute to phenotypic expression but not a selection response, the
covariance structure for S and F could be conditioned on D. This
conditional matrix (denoted GSF|D in Figure 2b) has a first eigen
vector that accounts for 90% of the variance with antagonistic
loadings on S and F. As S and F are positively selected, this vector
is therefore (approximately) orthogonal to selection and no rapid
selection response would be expected.

Here, conditioning on dominance to account for the competition-
based constraint reveals a trade-off between life history components
that is manifest as a conditional negative genetic correlation between
S and F. More generally, the importance of competition as constraint
could be assessed by substituting conditional genetic parameters into
predictive models of selection response. For example, one could
compare predictions of the multivariate breeder’s equation R¼Gb
(Lande, 1979) to expectations determined as the product of G|D

and b. Similarly, if the Robertson–Price identity fails because it does
not account for evolutionary environmental deterioration, a better
prediction should be obtained by estimating the additive covariance
between a trait of interest and relative fitness conditional on
dominance. Comparisons of G and G|D estimates could usefully allow
several further hypotheses to be tested. For instance, if genetic variance
in competitive ability prevents detection of trade-offs in G, then
application of constraint metrics such as those suggested by Agrawal
and Stinchcombe (2009) to G|D should be revealing. Where these
matrices can be estimated under different intensities of competition,

one could also test the expectation that G and G|D will become more
similar with increasing resource and decreasing competition.

Practically, one could estimate G for a set of traits including
dominance, and then obtain G|D following approaches outlined in
Hansen et al. (2003). Alternatively, one could estimate G|D using a
multivariate mixed model analysis of phenotypic and pedigree data in
which individual dominance status was included as a fixed effect on
each trait (Wilson et al., 2009b). Either way obviously requires data
informative for (focal) dominance. An important point to stress is
that G|D describes the genetic (co)variance structure among life
history traits that is independent of dominance. The argument that
it is a better representation of multivariate evolutionary potential than
G depends on an assumption of causality—additive covariance
between dominance and life history arises because (and only because)
expression of life history traits depends on winning contests. In
reality, causality could sometimes be reversed (for example, if fast-
growing individuals get big and win contests because size is critical to
RHP). Thus, experimental validation of causality is appropriate where
it is possible and wider use of path analytic tools (Lynch and Walsh,
1998) would be advantageous where it is not.

SUMMARY

In conclusion, theory tells us that competition could be an important
source of evolutionary constraint in natural populations where
resources are limiting. The ubiquity of competition, the frequent
finding of phenotypic stasis where trait evolution is predicted and the
observation that (genetic) covariance among traits in putative trade-
offs is often positive (with respect to effects on fitness) make this
hypothesis appealing. However, testing it requires empirical scrutiny
of the genetic basis of variation in competitive ability—an aspect of
phenotype that has rarely been observed, and for which determining
suitable proxies will sometimes be difficult. Here I have outlined
several quantitative genetic modelling strategies to address this need.
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However, successful implementation of any strategy will also require
an adequate understanding of the behavioural ecology of a system. It
seems generally unlikely that one can usefully model the consequences
of interacting phenotypes without some biological understanding of
those interactions. Thus, although quantifying G among life history
traits is clearly important, our understanding of evolutionary
potential and constraint could also benefit greatly by an increased
focus on determining the causal pathways by which behavioural
processes contribute to this matrix.
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